For vultures, the term "nest" is a bit misleading. In fact, they don't build a nest as other bird species do. Vultures simply lay two eggs, two or three days apart, on dirt, hardwood, plywood, linoleum, or cement, in a somewhat darkened attic, clothes closet or basement of a deserted farm home.
Tag Sighting by Ernest Forbes:
Tagging vultures bears fruit when someone reports a wing tag at a different time or place. From 2008 to 2011, Ernest Forbes established a very different vulture record. On 11 occasions over 4 years, 2008 to 2011, Ernest read the numbers of 11 vulture wing-tags, tops for North America. While hauling waste to the Provincial Park sewage lagoon for L.A. Septic, Ernest noted an average of 30 vultures present on a sunny day; a few times each summer one vulture would have a readable wing tag. Up to three such sightings yearly included eight birds that had been raised in five different vulture nests within 5 to 19 km from the sewage lagoon, and another raised 252 km distant near Big Shell Resort (Table 1) . Not a single vulture returned to the sewage lagoon when only one year old. We estimate that fewer than half the tagged vultures, after most of them winter in Venezuela, return all the way north to Saskatchewan when one year old. Five tags were read by Ernest at 2 years, two at 3 years, three at 4 years, and one at 5 years. Ernest read T37, tagged 14.2 km from the sewage lagoon, three times, 3, 4 and 5 years after it had been tagged as a nestling. It has now reached breeding age and we hope it will take up residence in one of our known buildings.
Unlike Ernest Forbes, the great majority of observers have each read or photographed a wing tag on a single vulture, --but these add up, even though fewer than one vulture in a thousand in Saskatchewan carries a wing tag. We have now had several hundred sightings from the 927 Turkey Vultures tagged, 2003-2012 inclusive.
Recoveries/Encounters after leaving Porcupine Plain:
In addition to Ernest Forbes' 11 sightings at the sewage lagoon, five other tagged vultures from the Porcupine Plain area have been sighted or photographed later. One nestling was found dead on a road only 16 km from its nest on its first migration south. Four more distant sightings or photographs of Porcupine Plain area birds have been from near the Highway 312 bridge east of Rosthern at 3 years; two in South Dakota at Akaska and Selby at 1 year; and near Young, Saskatchewan at 3 years. 
